With Ebnat, you make perfect dental
care available to your customers.

The service we offer you does not just include

Ongoing research and development in

outstanding products of the best quality.

the areas of dental and oral hygiene are

We want to provide more benefits for the

translated into ergonomic design that

user, and therefore added value for you.

ensures effective, yet gentle dental care.

Everything Ebnat does
boasts outstanding quality.
It is not just our ISO certification that
makes us feel obliged to provide the
best quality. Quite simply, it is our
mission to provide innovative services
with experience and skill, ensuring
benefits for our customers and quality
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of life for consumers.
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informative and user-friendly

You can be assured of more benefits with
Ebnat and therefore create added value.

dental
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263871 (all colours available)
263889 (all colours available)
263897 (all colours available)
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optimised contact characteristics

ultimate in up-to-date dental hygiene.
The colourful, non-slip handle has the ergonomic
job of making sure pressure is applied to the teeth
accurately and with a flexible amount of springiness.
Thanks to the optimised contact area of the bristles,
the pressure applied by the toothbrush is controlled,
which allows gentle cleaning up to the edge of the
gums, including massaging of the gums.

thanks to the double contour cut

thorough and clean

dynamic and efficient

Modern, ergonomic and thorough. With its snappy
design and contour cut, the ebnatdent dynamic is the

stiffness matched to area of use

optimised bristle area for
clinically tested cleaning performance

well thought-out and ergonomic

Ebnat delivers efficient dental care.

thumb-stop for good grip and reliable control

ergonomic handle for flexible
pressure springiness

space for your own label

